2012 chevy silverado

Reliability indicates how models have performed in the past, providing the basis for predicting
how the vehicles will hold up in the year ahead. These charts provide the most comprehensive
reliability information available to consumers. Based on information received from our latest
subscriber survey, our reliability history charts give you a rundown on how used vehicles are
holding up in 17 potential trouble spots, ranging from the engine, transmission, and brakes to
power equipment and the electrical system. Learn more about car Reliability. The Reliability
score is based on our latest subscriber survey of Chevrolet Silverado owners. The owner
comments describe problems respondents experienced with this vehicle. Paint fading, chalking,
cracking, or peeling , loose interior and exterior trim or moldings, rust. Not yet fixed. This was a
quality is that gm did nothing about". The dealer paid to have the roof done but did not pay to
have the door painted. The truck runs good and I like the vehicle except for the rust problems I
am having. I am beginning to wonder where the next rust is going to show up that I am going to
have to pay to fix. The paint was very thin on the top of the cab. Have been scraping rust and
undercoating every spring to keep the rust at bay. Just recently appeared. Attack from behind,
so once it appeared coming through the paint it was a major concern. Not yet resolved. Paint
peeling off side panels. Power or manual windows, locks and latches, tailgate, hatch or trunk,
doors or sliding doors, mirrors, seat controls, safety belts, sunroof, convertible top. The handle
was no longer connected to the opening linkage. I looked on You Tube, saw how to remove the
inside door panel, and everything connected to it, and how to remove the handle. Bought a new
handle at the parts store for 59 dollars and changed it out in about 45 minutes. The handle was
made of plastic, covered with a thin coating of chrome. Passenger Door inoperable. Being held
together with wire ties now. Not yet repaired since quote was for Small plastic part broke
making door handle inoperative". Handle becomes inoperable from the exterior and can only be
opened from inside the cab. Repaired at dealer but failed again after 3 months. I have had to
purchase, and replace two of the door handles last summer, and now another is almost needing
replacement. Auto thieves are responsible for some of this breakage also, as the break them
trying to enter the truck. IE, very shiny plastic. I have had to replace every exterior door handle
on this vehicle. After a few hundred openings and closings, they break away from the mounting
bolts, and there is a gap between handle and door side sheet metal. This is ridiculous! Antilock
system ABS , parking brake, master cylinder, calipers, rotors, pulsation or vibration, squeaking,
brake failure or wear. It disabled the ABS". However, the original brakes, both front and rear,
lasted , miles! Shocks or struts, ball joints, tie rods, wheel bearings, alignment, steering linkage
includes rack and pinion , power steering pumps and hoses, leaks , wheel balance, springs or
torsion bars, bushings, electronic or air suspension. Left strut failed in not under warranty. Both
should probably have been replaced at the same time in as the svc rep suggested replacing
both this most recent time until I pointed out one was already done in Covered under warranty".
Could not drive further. Accessory belts and pulleys, engine computer, engine mounts, engine
knock or ping, oil leaks. I've noticed that it seems to fill more easily if I don't insert the gas
nozzle all the way in to the tank--allowing for a bit of airflow when filling. Taken in for my first oil
change it was found to be a quart low and no indication at all on computer system! Internet
claims to have many more cases than just mine. So, not a good deal and no response from
chevrolet? No evidence of leaked oil when I park. Vibration in radio speaker. The road noise off
of the rear tires is transmitted into the cab through these vents. Chevrolet knew of the problem,
and made some changes to try to minimize it, but it is still very loud, and annoying. I have
stuffed rags into these vents, and they help somewhat, but the noise is still apparent. There is
considerable road and wind noise that enters the cab from those vents, poor seals around
windows, and not enough insulation in cab floor. Disquieting wind noise. Started in Door seal
replaced once. Not resolved. Alternator, starter, hybrid battery and related systems, regular
battery, battery cables, engine harness, coil, ignition switch, electronic ignition, distributor or
rotor failure, spark plugs and wires failure. I also replaced the brake control switch when my
cruise control stopped working that part cost about 20 and took 5 minutes to install". They
believe it is caused by having to drive on gravel roads. We have the same problem with our
Chevrolet Silverado". Engine rebuild or replacement, cylinder head, head gasket, turbo or
supercharger, timing chain or timing belt. If it weren't for a creative workaround by my shop, I'd
have to either spend thousands on a fix or replace the engine just because one of the hydraulic
lifters was inoperable. I'll never have a vehicle with this system again. Cruise control, clock,
warning lights, body control module, keyless entry, wiper motor or washer, tire pressure
monitor, interior or exterior lights, horn, gauges, 12V power plug, remote engine start, alarm or
security system. Older Chev trucks have extended warranty on throttle position sensor but not
this year I didn't fix it yet. Had 2 plugs replaced by dealership. Told it was a common problem,
and there was a service bulletin acknowledging the issue, but no recall and had to pay out of
pocket for replacement. My understanding is that this is an issue due to the Active Fuel

Management AFM system and occurs in some cars more frequently than others. It has only
presented itself once in my car and didn't cause any major issues besides a slightly rougher
idle. I had the issue fixed by the dealership within a week of the check engine light turning on.
Starter would not engage". Bluetooth , voice control commands, steering wheel controls,
portable music device interface e. It is very aggravating. Sometimes I just have to give up and
cut off the sound system. Jumps from CD to radio, station to station to flash drive, and aux. In
fact the only time I hear the radio at all is when the problem occurs. I never listen to the radio.
Muffler, pipes, catalytic converter, exhaust manifold, leaks. I have decided not to replace it
again. Other friends have had the same issue. Gear selector or linkage, leaks, transmission
computer, transmission sensor or solenoid, clutch adjustment, rough shifting, slipping
transmission. Only 65k miles on truck". It turned out to be a transmission seal that was leaking
causing low fluid level. Radiator, cooling fan, antifreeze leaks, water pump, thermostat,
overheating. Very minor but terribly expensive to repair. Had it repaired at the dealer.. Probably
because I ran it in the auto 4wd mode too much. Was told to only use 4wd when necessary
which I do now". Unintended acceleration. Transmission rebuild or replacement, torque
converter, clutch replacement. Had metal shavings in fluid. Total miles on the vehicle at the time
19, Reactivate now to get the information you were looking for! If you feel you have received
this message in error, please view our customer care FAQs or access your account information
here. Sign In. Become a Member. Remember Me. Not a member? Need further assistance?
Please call Member Services at Unlock Ratings. New Used Chevrolet Silverado Change Vehicle.
The Silverado is an easy truck to live with, thanks to its comfortable ride and reasonable floor
height. Access is fairly easy, as is cargo loading. The truck also offers generous towing and
payload capacity. A six-speed automatic transmission aids acceleration and fuel economy,
while selectable full-time four-wheel drive adds safety in slippery conditions. There are 4 recalls
on this vehicle. Learn More. Overall Reliability. Most Common Trouble Spots. Common Trouble
Spot. See all Potential Trouble Spots. View Recalls. Worse Better. Overall Reliability Verdict.
Engine Major. Engine Minor. Engine Cooling. Transmission Major. Transmission Minor. Drive
System. Fuel System. Electric System. Climate System. Body Integrity. Body Hardware. Power
Equipment. In-car Electronics. Show More Trouble Spots. Show Fewer Trouble Spots. Based on
information received from our latest subscriber survey for about , vehicles, our reliability
history charts give you a rundown on how through vehicles are holding up in 17 potential
trouble spots, ranging from the engine, transmission, and brakes to power equipment and the
electrical system. NA indicates that we did not receive a large enough sample size to provide
data for a specific year. An X indicates that the vehicle was not manufactured for a specific year.
What Owners Say. Loose interior trim or moldings "Internal door handle failure caused the vinyl
wrap to split apart. Doors or sliding doors "Door handle broke inside the door. Small plastic part
broke making door handle inoperative" Randall R. Antilock system ABS "Sensor went out in
steering column. Alignment "After repairing the struts it needed to be aligned. Difficult to fill up
gas tank "Many gas hoses shut off early when filling my tank. Squeaks or rattles "Vibrating
noise in area of dash gauges. Cruise control "My cruise control stopped working I googled the
problem and discovered it was a brake control switch located just above the brake pedal. I also
replaced the brake control switch when my cruise control stopped working that part cost about
20 and took 5 minutes to install" Anonymous, Chevrolet Silverado LT 5. Emission control
devices includes EGR "Mass air flow sensor went bad. Electronic ignition "Throttle position
sensor failed as soon as powertrain warranty expired. CD player "there are times when I am
listening to the CD player, the radio, mp3 player, or flash drive, when it starts to rapidly jump
from one to the other. Coolers and lines "Transmission cooler lines rusted and perforated at
clip location, passenger side of engine. Antifreeze leaks "It was actually a leak in the
transmission cooler line. See All Trouble Spots. Compare Models. Similar Cars. Chevrolet
Silverado Dodge Ram Ford F GMC Sierra Ram Toyota Tundra. This score shows whether the
model had more or fewer problems overall than the average model of that year, calculated from
the total number of problems reported by subscribers in all 17 trouble spots. An inflator
explosion may result in sharp metal fragments striking the driver or other occupants, resulting
in serious injury or death. Read Recall Details. These inflators may explode due to propellant
degradation occurring after long-term exposure to high absolute humidity, high temperatures,
and high temperature cycling. What should you do:. GM will notify owners, and dealers will
replace the front passenger air bag inflator with an alternate one, free of charge. Interim letters
notifying owners of the safety risk are expected to be mailed beginning March 1, Second
notification letters will be mailed once the remedy is available. Owners may contact Chevrolet
customer service at ; Cadillac customer service at ; and GMC customer service at GM's number
for this recall is N Potential Number of Units Affected: Hide Recall Details. Virgin Islands or
"Zone A. Owners may contact Cadillac customer service at ; Chevrolet customer service at ;

and GMC customer service at If stuck in the "Start" position, the ignition may suddenly snap
back into the "Accessory" position, causing a loss of engine, steering, and braking power,
increasing the risk of a vehicle crash. If the vehicle is in a crash, the air bags may not deploy,
increasing the risk of occupant injury. In the affected vehicles, the ignition lock actuator may
bind, making turning the key difficult or causing the ignition to get stuck in the "Start" position.
GM will notify owners, and dealers will inspect and replace the ignition lock housing, as
necessary, free of charge. The recall began on February 12, GM's number for this recall is for
the original equipment, and for the service replacement parts. If the fuel gauge indicates an
inaccurate reading it may result in the vehicle unexpectedly stalling, increasing the risk of a
crash. In the affected vehicles, the transfer pump which moves fuel from the rear tank to the
front tank could malfunction and cause the fuel gauge to indicate an inaccurate reading.
General Motors will notify owners and dealers will inspect and replace the fuel transfer pump,
as necessary, free of charge. The manufacturer has not yet provided a notification schedule.
The recall began on May 30, Owners may contact Chevrolet at and GMC at GM's number for this
recall is Show More. Check Vehicle for Unrepaired Recalls. Recall Look-up. Change Vehicle.
Ready to Shop Local Inventory? Select Another Vehicle. More From Consumer Reports. Make a
Donation Newsletters Give a Gift. You no longer have digital access to ratings and reviews. The
Chevrolet Silverado is an accomplished contender in the full-size pickup segment thanks to its
wide range of body styles and capable performance. The current Chevrolet Silverado platform is
6 years old, having debuted in the model year just like the Toyota Tundra. And yet even though
Ford and Ram offer trucks that have been updated since then, the Chevrolet Silverado remains
a competitive choice in the full-size pickup segment. Regular upgrades, comprehensive utility
packages, value-added special editions and respect for a strong heritage all keep the Silverado
fresh. The Silverado is on relatively equal footing with other full-size trucks when comparing
towing capacities, body style choices and options. Kudos goes to the Silverado for its smooth
ride and low wind and road noise levels. Factor in comfortable seats -- at least in the upper trim
levels -- and the Silverado earns our endorsement as a long-distance road-tripper. The Silverado
is not without a few faults, though. We find the Work Truck interior aesthetically dull compared
to base models from Ram and Toyota. The aging V6 engine struggles to motivate such a large
truck. A large turning radius hampers maneuverability, leading to frequent multiple-point turns
in tight parking lots. Comparatively, the Ford F has more innovative technology features
available, the Ram has a smoother ride quality and the Toyota Tundra is roomier in crew cab
trim. Yet the Chevrolet Silverado remains a solid choice in our book and deserves attention
when cross-shopping in this very competitive segment. Body styles include regular cab,
extended cab and crew cab. Regular and extended cabs are available with either a 6. Crew cabs
are mated to only a 5-foot-8 short bed. The LS adds full power accessories, keyless entry, cruise
control, satellite radio and adjustable lumbar support for the driver. The LT trim includes
premium cloth seating, a lockable compartment with a power outlet built into the center cushion
of the split front seat, an auto-dimming rearview mirror and a leather-wrapped steering wheel.
Many of the features on the upper trim levels are offered on the lower ones as options. Other
popular options depending on the trim level and configuration include towing packages to meet
different load requirements, the Z71 Off-Road package skid plates, off-road suspension, inch
wheels and body-colored front end , and inch wheels, a sunroof, heated power-folding outside
mirrors, an EZ Lift tailgate, a power-sliding rear window, a cargo management system, rear
parking sensors, a rearview camera, upgraded audio systems, a rear-seat entertainment system,
a navigation system and ventilated front seats. There is also the XFE extra fuel economy trim
variant for the two-wheel-drive 5. The standard 4. LS trim buyers may upgrade to a 4. The
biggest engine is a 6. The LT trim, depending on body style, will have one of the two smaller V8s
as standard, while the 5. The 6. The 5. In a recent Edmunds test, a Silverado with a 6. Properly
equipped, a Silverado can tow up to 10, pounds. Buyers have a choice of either rear- or
four-wheel drive. All other 4WD trims have Autotrac, which features an automatic setting that
shifts into 4WD when wheel slippage is detected. Standard safety equipment includes antilock
disc brakes, OnStar, electronic stability control and traction control. Front seat side airbags and
side curtain airbags are also standard. Four-wheel disc brakes are available as part of the Max
Trailering package. In Edmunds brake testing, a Silverado crew cab with four-wheel disc brakes
stopped from 60 mph in a short feet. In government crash tests, the Chevy Silverado received
an overall score of four stars out of five. It earned four stars for overall frontal crash protection
and five stars for overall side crash protection. In Insurance Institute for Highway Safety testing,
a Silverado crew cab earned a top score of "Good" for frontal-offset crash protection and a
second-best score of "Acceptable" for side-impact testing. We haven't always admired the ride
on previous generations of the GM full-size pickup, but the Chevrolet Silverado is pleasant to
drive. It features a light yet reasonably precise steering response. The suspension keeps the

body under control without any drama and provides as comfortable a ride as can be expected
from a full-size truck. One downside is the wide turning circle, which doesn't help the
broad-shouldered truck maneuver in a downtown parking garage. The base V6 doesn't provide
the power needed for hauling a heavy load, although the 4. The smaller engines are still saddled
with an outdated four-speed automatic that doesn't contribute much to either low-end grunt or
fuel economy. But the six-speed automatic transmission that comes standard with the two
bigger V8s does an admirable job of keeping power on tap and features a well-calibrated
tow-haul mode and cruise-grade braking. The base model won't excite the senses but it meets
the needs of work-only owners who want durability and don't have to worry about hosing out
the mud, if needed. Comfort features along with fit and finish improve greatly when moving up
to the more popular and upscale trim levels. The new navigation system offers an enhanced
display and quicker response times. The heated and ventilated bucket seats are offered only on
the LTZ trim level, but otherwise it's easy to get in a comfortable driving position with the
available power-adjustable pedals. Interior storage is merely adequate, with small cupholders
and haphazard center console organization. Doing so could save you hundreds or thousands of
dollars. Edmunds also provides consumer-driven dealership sales and service reviews to help
you make informed decisions about what cars to buy and where to buy them. Shop Edmunds'
car, SUV, and truck listings of over 6 million vehicles to find a cheap new, used, or certified
pre-owned CPO Chevrolet Silverado for sale near. Simply research the type of car you're
interested in and then select a used car from our massive database to find cheap prew-owned
vehicles for sale near you. Once you have identified a used vehicle you're interested in, check
the AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews, and find out what other owners paid
for the Used Chevrolet Silverado Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask most people and they'll
probably tell you that car buying is the way to go. And from a financial perspective, it's true,
provided you're willing to make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan in full and keep the
car for a few years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive option on a
month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car every three
years or so. Check out Chevrolet lease specials Check out Chevrolet Silverado lease specials.
Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Review Features Save. View Photos. Appraise
this car. Large turning circle weak V6 engine bland interior design on base trim limited cabin
storage. Other years. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Edmunds' Expert Review.
Vehicle overview. The Chevrolet Silverado sees only minor changes. Chevy offers four engines
in the Silverado, including three V8s. Read more. Write a review See all 23 reviews. Regular cab
has a lot of wind noise from back of cab. I like my silverado except for one thing. This cars
drivetrain ir slipyok will drive u crazy. Sometimes a hard clunk. Brought it in twice was told thats
normal. I've had many vehicles, but this is the first new vehicle. This one has the chrome
package, 20" chrome rims, chrome trim, mirrors, and door handles. I love the looks of it. It now
has miles and am averaging around 17 MPG. The instruments are easy to read, and the controls
are easy to reach. The seats are comfortable, the handling is responsive and the ride is pretty
smooth. It took a little getting used to the cylinder deactivation as it seemed a little sluggish
when accelerating from a stop. However, when you need power, its there. I occasionally pull an
18 foot fiberglass boat and hardly know its behind. All in all a very nice truck, and the rebates
made it hard to pass up. Read less. Very satisfied with my new Silverado except the cloth seat
shows and catches lent and you get zapped from static when it's cold and dry. See all 23
reviews of the Used Chevrolet Silverado Write a review. Frontal Barrier Crash Rating. Dynamic
Test Result No Tip. IIHS Rating. Side Impact Test. See full safety scores. People who viewed this
also viewed 4 average Rating out of 7 reviews. Sponsored cars related to the Silverado Sign Up.
A majority of all used US imports have either been in accidents, been stolen, been flooded,
salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30 years,
CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and has helped
millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has costly
hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of used car
shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition,
CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world to build trust with their customers and
sell their American cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built
up its database with the help of its partners and sources, including government offices, law
enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car dealerships, insurance companies and
many more. In addition to publicly available information, CARFAX has collected information
from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price was absolutely worth.
Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I ha
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d the report. Vehicle imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with
us and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant
Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions.
Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to
detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the
selling process of used cars. However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though
odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a
car from the USA. There are a few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service
History of a Car. How important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these
questions and explains the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can
find the complete history of service records. Make a VIN Search.

